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2Introduction
Cosmic ray particles hit the upper atmosphere

→ hadronic showers
Decays of pions and kaons in these showers produce muons

Muon pT spectrum follows power law
- use CORSIKA Monte Carlo for simulation
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3Introduction
Cosmic ray particles hit the upper atmosphere

→ hadronic showers
Decays of pions and kaons in these showers produce muons

Muon pT spectrum follows power law
- use CORSIKA Monte Carlo for simulation

Charge ratio is > 1!

Can parameterise in terms of f, fK
- +ive charge fractions for pions and kaons

- Astropart. Phys. 32, Issue 1 (2009) 61.
- f ~55% (R ~1.22) 
- fK ~70% (R ~ 2.33)
- initial particles mainly positive
- kaons have higher charge ratio:

- K+ preferred over K+K-

Muon charge ratio rises in the range 0.1 - 1 TeV
- low momentum → pions dominate
- high momentum → kaons become more important

So far, no measurements covering the rise!
- CMS designed to measure muons up to TeVs...
- excellent test muon analysis!
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4CMS at CERN

Geneva

460 18.57' north
60 4.62' east
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5CMS

3.8 T Superconducting Solenoid

Iron return yoke

Total Weight: 12500 t
Overall diameter: 15 m
Overall length: 21.6 m 
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6Cosmics at CMS
Huge effort in detector calibration and comissioning

- test readout, daq, analysis

Developed dedicated reconstruction and triggers, and aligned the detector!
- 23 papers on detector performance (appear in a dedicated edition of JINST)

The charge ratio analysis: 
- combination of three measurements taken 2 years apart
- focus on charge-dependent aspects
- aim for % level accuracy: need excellent understanding of charge dependent effects

- CMS does not reverse the magnet polarity.  
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7MTCC
“Magnet test and cosmic challenge” runs, 2006

- part of the detector installed in the assembly hall above ground.
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8MTCC
“Magnet Test and Cosmic Challenge”
- runs during August 2006, above ground

- 510m above sea level
- high rate of muons: 25M events
- access low pT region
- slice of the detector

- not symmetric!

Use a left-right symmetric fiducial region 
- ensure equal acceptance for positive and negative muons

- both reconstruction
- and trigger (based on MB2 and MB4)

- ~330k events selected
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9MTCC
Original analysis in 2008 

- 1st CMS physics measurement!

Reanalysed in 2010
- apply corrections for:

- energy loss traversing CMS (few GeV per muon)
- charge confusion

- applied bin-by-bin, derived from MC

Raw charge ratio Corrected charge ratio
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10Going Underground
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11Going Underground
CRAFT08 runs:

- full CMS detector now in the experimental hall
- 89m below ground (420m above sea level)

Two approaches:
1) global muons: ~300k events

- determine resolution in data, using split tracks
2) stand-alone muons: ~3M events

- use MC to determine resolution
- cross check in events with tracker tracks
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12Corrections I
Two things to correct for:
1) energy loss reaching the detector
2) Detector resolution

Method used minimises dependence on Monte Carlo: 
- propagate measured muons to the Earth's surface
- then correct for detector resolution

Material above the cavern:
- mixture of moraines and molasse
- measured in geological survey 
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13Cavern Symmetry

+ -

-+Solenoid magnet breaks phi symmetry:
- a non-phi-symmetric distribution of muons is a problem.
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15Corrections II
Detector resolution and charge misassignment

- build resolution matrix in q/p (at surface)
 - from data for GLB, from MC for STA

- final binning chosen to keep spill-over <15%
- invert, apply to data.

Resolution determined in data using “split tracks”
- Stand-alone results cross checked using global.
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16Systematics
MTCC:
- understanding of the detector alignment 
- less important: charge mis-ID uncertainty, knowledge of B-field

Some uncertainties are correlated between the cavern analyses:
- dominant uncertainty at high momentum: knowledge of absolute momentum scale (see next slide) 
- dominant at low momentum: charge dependent effects on muon rates
- less important: knowledge of B-field, trigger efficiency, material above CMS.

Independent between Stand-alone and Global analyses:
- event selection, charge mis-ID, alignment
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17Weak Modes
Alignment is a complex process:
- 50,000 parameters at CMS!

Remaining sensitivity to “weak modes”in alignment:
- affect momentum determination but not fit quality!

Main concern: charge dependent weak modes

Developed new test: “cosmic endpoint”
- q/pT distribution → 0  as  pT → infinity
- weak mode will move this endpoint away from 0
- fit to data to determine any such shift:

- (4.3 ± 2.2) % / TeV

+

+

-

-
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18Results

Perform two combinations:
- all points below 100 GeV into a single measurement

- for comparison to previous results
- all points in each bin, for all momentum bins

To do this, need careful treatment of systematics, and correlations between bins and analyses.
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19Combination I

Combine all measurements below 100 GeV into one measurement:
- with the BLUE prescription: Best Linear Unbiased Estimator

- in p: CR = 1.2766±0.0032 (stat.)±0.0032 (syst.), with a 2/ndf = 7.3/11
- in p.cos: CR = 1.2772 ± 0.0032 (stat.)±0.0036 (syst.), with a 2/ndf = 15.3/11

Starting to see a rise in p.cos? Fit just below 70 GeV:
CR = 1.2728±0.0039 (stat.)±0.0040 (syst.) with a 2/ndf = 4.0/8

Previous results:
L3+C: 1.285 ± 0.003 (stat.) ± 0.019 (sys.)
MINOS near detector: 1.2666 ± 0.0015(stat.) ± 0.009  (syst.) [preliminary 2009]
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20Combination II
Now combine results in each bin:
- NIM A500, 391-405 (2003), Andrea Valassi: 
- build covariance matrix: must be used in fitting!

Some interesting effects:
- MTCC low momentum results improved by adding the data recorded in the cavern 2 years later!
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21PiKa Fit
Compare to previous measurements
- consistent results
- limited by momentum scale at high p 

Back to the motivation:
- charge ratio expected to rise with momentum
- the “PiKa”model

Fit the combined p.cos points with the PiKa model:
f =  0.553 ± 0.005
fK =  0.66 ± 0.06
2/ndf = 7.8/7

Compare to fit to L3+C, Minos far & near:
f = 0.551 ± 0.0006
fK = 0.7006 ± 0.0061
- Astropart. Phys. 32, Issue 1 (2009) 61,
  Schreiner, Reichenbacher & Goodman
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22Conclusion
First physics measurement using muons at CMS!

- arXiv:1005.5332, submitted to PLB

Most precise measurement if the muon charge ratio below 100 GeV
- and the first to span the “interesting” range 10 GeV – 1 TeV

Emphasis is now on muons from LHC collisions!
- but possible to improve this results, and expand cosmic programme in the future.
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